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An intriguing discovery in recent years is that resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) is associatedwith cog-
nitive performance. The current study investigated whether RSFC within the reading network was correlated
with Chinese adults' reading abilities in their native language (L1, Chinese) and second language (L2, English).
Results showed that RSFC within the reading network was positively correlated to reading abilities in L1 and
L2, and RSFC between reading areas and the default network was negatively correlated to reading abilities in
L1 and L2. Further conjunction and contrast analyses revealed that L1 and L2 shared similar RSFC correlates in-
cluding connectivities between the areas for visual analysis (e.g., bilateral posterior fusiform gyrus, lateral occip-
ital cortices, and right superior parietal lobules) and those for phonological processing (e.g., bilateral precentral
gyri and postcentral gyrus, Wernicke's area). These results indicate that RSFC is a potential neural marker for
reading abilities in both L1 and L2, with important theoretical implications for reading in L1 and L2.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Although reading a familiar word takes less than 1 s and is a seem-
ingly simple task for a typical adult, the brain has to integrate signals
frommany regions specialized for cognitive processing including visual,
phonological, semantic, and other linguistic processing (Turkeltaub
et al., 2002; Vigneau et al., 2006). Conventional functional MRI studies
have mapped out several “critical reading areas” in the left hemisphere
because of their consistent involvement in reading across different lan-
guages (both first and second languages [L1] and [L2], both alphabetic
and logographic writings) (Bolger et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2005; Xue
et al., 2006b). This reading network includes the left inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG, including Broca's area) (Bokde et al., 2001; Costafreda
et al., 2006; Gough et al., 2005; Roskies et al., 2001), the left superior
temporal gyrus (STG, including Wernicke's area) (Chang et al., 2010;
Geschwind, 1970; Simos et al., 2000), the left temporo-occipital cortex
(e.g., the left posterior fusiform gyrus [FFG], including the so-called
“visual word form area” [VWFA]) (Cohen and Dehaene, 2004; Cohen
et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2005), as well as some other regions around
the left sylvian fissure (Bolger et al., 2005; Price, 2000; Tan et al., 2005).

Because reading takes coordination of the different areas in the read-
ing network, brain imaging data have been further analyzed to examine
bnu.edu.cn (Q. Dong).
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functional connectivity (FC) between these areas. Previous studies have
examined FC in the reading network with various reading tasks (e.g.,
reading aloud and semantic judgment) (Hampson et al., 2006; Seghier
and Price, 2010; Wu et al., 2009), reading materials (e.g., words and
pseudowords) (Mechelli et al., 2002), and types of brain data (e.g.,
fMRI and EEG) (Ligges et al., 2010; Schinkel et al., 2011). FC during read-
ing has generally been found to be associated with reading (dis)ability.
For example, Hampson et al. (2006) found that good readers showed
stronger FC between BA39 (the left angular gyrus and part of themiddle
temporal gyrus) and Wernicke's area than did poor readers. Some
studies found that readers with dyslexia showed decreased FC between
left BA39 and other reading-related areas (Horwitz et al., 1998; Pugh
et al., 2000). One recent study also revealed a disruption of FC between
the VWFA and reading regions in children with dyslexia (van der Mark
et al., 2011).

In addition to FC during reading, studies have also evaluated task-
independent FC in the reading network at resting state. The low-
frequency spontaneous BOLD fluctuations (≈0.01–0.1 Hz), which used
to be treated as noise in conventional analysis, have been suggested to
reflect neuronal function (Biswal et al., 1995, 1997; Damoiseaux et al.,
2006; Fox and Raichle, 2007). These signals can be captured quickly
with brief (5–10 min) fMRI scans. Temporal correlations of the signals
between one region (the seed region) and other parts of the brain are
calculated to index resting state functional connectivity (RSFC). This
technique has been utilized to characterize motor (Biswal et al., 1995),
visual (Nir et al., 2006), and attention (Fox et al., 2006) systems as well
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Table 1
Characteristics of the subjects.

Characteristics Mean (SD) Range

Age (years) 21 (1.4) 19–24
Gender (F/M) 22/20
Handedness All right-handed
Raven' Progressive Matrices

Score 27.9 (3.8) 20–35
Time (min) 31.4 (7.6) 13–40

Reading score of L1 85.5 (13.0) 51–104
Reading score of L2 72.6 (9.2) 54–93

Note: Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
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as the reading network (Koyama et al., 2010). It provides us with a new
way to evaluate functional connectivity within the brain.

Using this approach, Hampson et al. (2002) first demonstrated RSFC
between two classical reading areas, Broca's andWernicke's areas. Their
workwas extended tomore seed regions in subsequent studies. The to-
pographical functional connectivity pattern in the left middle frontal,
parietal, and temporal areas was revealed for the three subregions of
Broca's area (Xiang et al., 2010). Other reading areas also showed func-
tional connectivity at resting state, for example, between the left FFG
and left IFG and between the left STG and left IFG (Koyama et al.,
2010; Turken and Dronkers, 2011). More recently, RSFC within the
reading network (e.g., Wernicke's and Broca's areas) was observed in
a large sample (970 subjects) from various countries (Tomasi and
Volkow, 2012). Further research revealed that RSFC also existed be-
tween the reading area (VWFA) and the attention network (Vogel
et al., 2012).

Although the above studies demonstrated the existence of RSFC
within the reading network, only one study thus far has examined the re-
lationship between RSFC and reading ability (Koyama et al., 2011). In
their study of 25 children and 25 adults who were native English
speakers, Koyama et al. found that English reading ability was positively
correlated with RSFC among motor regions (the left precentral gyrus
[PCG] and postcentral gyrus) and that between speech regions (Broca's
and Wernicke's areas) in both children and adults. They further found
that, for adults only, reading ability was negatively correlated with
RSFC between the left FFG and the default network (Koyama et al., 2011).

The current study examined how RSFC within the reading network
was associated with L1 (Chinese) and L2 (English) reading abilities in a
group of native Chinese speakers. Researchers have long been interested
in how the brain represents L1 and L2. A fundamental question is
whether the neural substrates are shared or segregated for L1 and L2.
Previous studies found both dissociated (Dehaene et al., 1997; Kim
et al., 1997) and shared neural basis for L1 and L2 (Nakada et al., 2001;
Perani and Abutalebi, 2005; Tan et al., 2003). The notions of “assimila-
tion” and “accommodation” (Nelson et al., 2009) have recently been pro-
posed to explain L1 and L2 processing, especially when they belong to
different language systems. Assimilation means that the brain uses the
L1 network to support L2 (thus, a shared neural basis) (Liu et al.,
2007a) and accommodation means that the brain's reading network
adapts to the features of L2 (e.g., a new writing system that could not
be assimilated because it is based on a distinct neural mechanism)
(Nelson et al., 2009). In this study, we examined both shared and diver-
gent RSFC correlates of reading abilities in Chinese (L1) and English (L2).

Method

Subjects

Forty three Chinese students (age range: 19–24 years, mean age =
21, SD = 1.4, 23 female and 20 male) from Beijing Normal University
participated in our experiment. All were native Chinese speakers, learn-
ing English as their L2 (since elementary school) and passed the college
entrance examination of Chinese and English. They had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, with no previous history of neurological
or psychiatric diseases and were strongly right-handed as judged by
Snyder and Harris's handedness inventory (Snyder and Harris, 1993).
Informed written consent was obtained from the subjects before the
experiment. This study was approved by the IRB of the National Key
Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning at Beijing Normal
University.

Behavioral assessment

English reading ability was assessed using the SightWord Efficiency
subtest in the Test ofWord Reading Efficiency (TOWRE-SWE), a nation-
ally normed measure of word reading accuracy and fluency in the U.S.
for individuals from 6 to 24 years of age (Torgesen et al., 1999). Reading
scorewas indexed by the number of printedwords thatwere accurately
read within 45 s. Test items were arranged in order of difficulty from
easy to more difficult items. There are two equivalent forms (A and B)
in the test, each with 104 items. Both forms were administered in the
current study and their scores were averaged.

Chinese character reading was measured by the Chinese Character
Reading Efficiency Test (CCRET). This test was developed in the format
of TOWRE-SWE. There were also 104 items in the CCRET selected
from the Chinese character psycholinguistic norms (Liu et al., 2007b)
with word frequency ranging from 4 to 5636 (mean = 196), number
of strokes ranging from 2 to 14 (mean = 7.3), and number of units
ranging from 1 to 5 (mean = 2.4). Reading score was indexed by the
number of printed Chinese characters that were accurately read in
45 s. Test items were arranged in order of difficulty from easy to more
difficult items. Both tests (TOWRE-SWE and CCRET) have been used in
our previous study that examined the structure of the left FFG and L1
and L2 reading in Chinese subjects (Zhang et al., 2013). The correlation
between reading scores of L1 and L2was significant (r = .50, p b .001).

A non-verbal reasoning (or intelligence) test, Raven's Advanced Pro-
gressive Matrices (RAPM), was also used in the current study to test
whether RSFC in the reading-related ROIs was specifically related to
reading skills or rather generally related to basic cognitive abilities.
RAPM has been widely used in previous studies (see Zhu et al., 2010,
for a detailed description of this test as used in the current study).
Table 1 shows subjects' basic demographic information and cognitive
scores.

MRI data acquisition

Datawere acquiredwith a 3.0 T SiemensMRI scanner in theMRI Cen-
ter of Beijing Normal University. A single-shot T2*-weighted gradient-
echo EPI sequence was used for a brief scan (8 min) which comprised
240 continuous echo planar imaging functional volumes with the follow-
ing parameters: TR/TE/θ = 2000 ms/25 ms/90°, FOV = 192 × 192 mm,
matrix = 64 × 64, and slice thickness = 3 mm. During the scan, sub-
jects laid supine on the scanner bed. Foam pads were used to minimize
head motion. Subjects were instructed to close their eyes, keep their
head still, think about nothing in particular, and just relax. All subjects re-
ported having their eyes closed and being awake during the scan. Ana-
tomical MRI was acquired using a T1-weighted, three-dimensional,
gradient-echo pulse-sequence (MPRAGE) with TR/TE/θ =2530 ms/
3.09 ms/10°, FOV = 256 × 256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, and slice
thickness = 1 mm. Two hundred and eight sagittal slices were acquired
to provide high-resolution structural images of the whole brain.

Data preprocessing

Image preprocessing was carried out using tools from the FMRIB's
software library (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) version 4.1.8. The
first five volumes in each time series were automatically discarded by
the scanner to allow for T1 equilibrium effects. The remaining images

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl


Table 2
MNI coordinates of seed ROIs.

Seed ROIs MNI coordinates

x y z

Regions selected from both logographic Chinese and
alphabetic languages' meta-analyses (xx_both)
FFG_both: fusiform gyrus (posterior) −45 −58 −18

Regions selected from logographic Chinese's
meta-analysis (xx_C)
rFFG_C: right fusiform gyrus (posterior) 33 −68 −21
IFGtr_C: inferior frontal gyrus (triangularis) −45 33 9
STG_C: superior temporal gyrus (posterior) −64 −22 1
PCG_C: precentral gyrus (ventral) −48 8 33

Regions selected from alphabetic languages'
meta-analysis (xx_E)
IFGop_E: inferior frontal gyrus (opercularis) −51 10 10
STG_E: superior temporal gyrus (posterior) −53 −31 9
PCG_E: precentral gyrus (dorsal) −48 −12 45

Notes: All ROIs were selected from ameta-analysis of reading (Bolger et al., 2005). All ROIs
except rFFG_C are in the left hemisphere.
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went through further preprocessing steps including motion correction
(MCFLIRT) (Jenkinson et al., 2002), spatial smoothing (Gaussian kernel
of full width half maximum 5 mm), mean-based intensity normaliza-
tion of all volumes by the same factor, and temporal bandpass filtering
(0.01–0.1 Hz). Finally, a 2-step registration procedure was used where-
by EPI images were first registered to the MPRAGE structural images
using 12-degrees-of-freedom linear transformations with FLIRT
(Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002), and then into the
standard MNI152 brain template (Montreal Neurological Institute)
with 2-mm3 resolution using 12-degrees-of-freedom nonlinear trans-
formations with FNIRT (Andersson et al., 2007).

Nuisance signal regression

To control for the effects of physiological processes (such as fluctua-
tions related to cardiac and respiratory cycles) and motion, we regressed
each subject's preprocessed 4-D volume on eight predictors thatmodeled
nuisance signals from the white matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and six mo-
tion parameters. It should benoted that in this studywedidnot use global
signal regression because recent studies have argued against its use in
resting state data analysis (Fox et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2009; Yan
et al., 2013). However, given that some previous studies in this area
regressed out global signal in this step (Kelly et al., 2009, 2010; Koyama
et al., 2010), we also reported results from global signal regression in
the Supplementary materials (Supplementary Fig. 1). Because small
amounts of movement from one volume to another could also influence
RSFC results, an estimate of motion at each time point was calculated as
the framewise displacement (FD),which corresponds to the temporal de-
rivative of the motion parameters (Power et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al.,
2012). One subject with mean FD larger than 0.2 was discarded. For the
remaining 42 subjects, FDs (mean FD = .09, SD = .037, min = 0.02,
max = 0.18) were used as covariates in the group-level analyses
(Hoptman et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2013).

ROI selection, seed generation, and time course extraction

We selected a total of eight ROIs as seed regions on the basis of one
previous study on the relationship between RSFC and reading ability
(Koyama et al., 2011) and one meta-analysis of the reading network
for different writing systems (Bolger et al., 2005). Koyama et al. (2011)
selected 11 ROIs to test the RSFC–reading ability relationships in children
and adults, six of which were specific for adults (all are in the left hemi-
sphere). In the current study of adult subjects, we focused on four of
these six ROIs: the IFG, STG, FFG, and PCG. Thefirst three ROIs correspond
to Broca's area, Wernicke's area, and the so-called “visual word form
area”, respectively. They are the most frequently reported areas of read-
ing in previous studies (see first paragraph of Introduction). They were
suggested to be responsible for visual word analysis (FFG) (Cohen and
Dehaene, 2004; Cohen et al., 2002), speech perception (STG) (Scott
and Wise, 2004), and speech articulation (IFG) (Wise et al., 1999) in
previous studies (Koyama et al., 2010). As for PCG, although it has not
garnered as much attention as the other three areas, it is believed to be
responsible for phonological motor processing (Vigneau et al., 2006)
and Koyama et al. (2011) reported the effect of RSFC between this seed
and other reading areas on reading ability.

It should be noted that, except FFG,which showed consistent localiza-
tion across language systems, other three ROIs in Koyama et al. (2011)
were selected from a meta-analysis based on alphabetic languages
(Bolger et al., 2005). UnlikeKoyama et al. (2011),who tested only English
reading, the current study includedboth logographic Chinese reading and
alphabetic English reading, so we added four ROIs based on Chinese
speakers' data in Bolger et al.'s meta-analysis, including three ROIs also
in the IFG, STG and PCG, but with different localizations and one ROI in
the right posterior fusiformgyrus (rFFG). In sum, eight ROIswere selected
in the current study: one was common to both Chinese and English
reading (FFG_both), four were selected from logographic Chinese's
meta-analysis (IFG_C, STG_C, PCG_C, and rFFG_C) and three were select-
ed from alphabetic languages' meta-analysis (IFG_E, STG_E, and PCG_E).
Please see all ROIs and their coordinates in Table 2 and Fig. 1. Talairach co-
ordinates used in Bolger et al.'s study were converted into MNI coordi-
nates in the current study by using a MatLab script from http://imaging.
mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach.

Althoughmost previous reading literature emphasized the left brain
regions, many studies reported bilateral brain activity for reading, espe-
cially for logographic Chinese reading (Chee et al., 1999; Xue et al.,
2006b; Zhang et al., 2013). For readers whomay be interested in the re-
lationship between RSFC of seed ROIs in the right hemisphere (besides
rFFG) and reading, we used FSL script fslswapdim to convert all ROIs
in the left hemisphere (except FFG) into the right hemisphere homo-
logues and examined RSFC of these areas with reading abilities. Please
see online Supplementary materials (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3)
for the results of these ROIs.

For each node in the reading network, we created a spherical ROI
centered on the coordinates defined above in the 2-mm3 resolution
standard MNI152 template with a 6 mm radius. The time series of all
voxels (123 voxels) in each ROI were extracted and averaged to gener-
ate a representative time series. These time series served as seeds in
subsequent connectivity analysis.

Individual-level RSFC construction

For each subject, a whole-brain analysis was conducted to correlate
the time courses of the seed regions with the time courses of all the
other voxels in the brain using the general linear model implemented
in the FSL program FEAT. Individual subjects' maps of all voxels that
were positively or negatively correlated with the seed time series
were created in this step. These maps were converted to Z-value maps
using Fisher's r-to-z transformation for further group-level analysis.
All Z-value maps from individual subjects were registered onto the
MPRAGE structural image and then to standard MNI152 2 mm3 space
again (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002).

Group-level RSFC construction

Three sets of analyses were conducted. First, we conducted a whole
brain calculation on Z-value maps and correlated them with L1 and L2
reading performances separately, using a mixed-effects ordinary least-
squaresmodel implemented in FSL. Gender and FDwere included as co-
variates in the current study. (FD was actually not correlated with read-
ing ability in either L1 [r = .08, p = .6] or L2 [r = − .08, p = .6]).
Corrections for multiple comparisons were conducted at the cluster
level for each RSFCmap (Z N 2.3, p b 0.05, corrected). The same analysis
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Fig. 1. Eight seed ROIs. See Table 2 for full names of the seed ROIs. L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere.
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was also conducted with the scores of Raven's Advanced Progressive
Matrices (RAPM). Results showed no significant relationship between
RSFC of the selected regions and the scores of RAPM, and thus these
scores were not analyzed further in the whole-brain analysis. Second,
to establish common RSFC maps for L1 and L2 reading abilities, we
conducted a conjunction analysis. In this analysis, we focused on posi-
tive relationships between RSFC and reading abilities. All positive
maps from the last step were binarized by using FSL script fslmaths, so
that for each ROI, there were two binary maps respectively for L1 and
L2, in which voxels of significant correlates of reading ability (L1 or
L2) were assigned a value of 1, otherwise 0. Then, the binarized maps
of L1 and L2 of each ROI were summed (also using fslmaths) and the
common maps for both languages of each ROI were created at the
threshold = 2. RSFC in voxels where the value equals 2 were then
correlated with reading abilities in both L1 and L2. Finally, to determine
divergent RSFC maps in which RSFC–behavior relationship differed be-
tween L1 and L2, we conducted direct statistical comparisons (L1
minus L2 [with binarized positively significant RSFC maps for L1 as a
pre-threshold mask] and L2minus L1 [with binarized positively signifi-
cant RSFC maps for L2 as a pre-threshold mask]) of the RSFC–reading
ability relationships. Gender was included as a covariate and a mixed-
effects ordinary least-squares model and cluster-wisemultiple compar-
isons correction were used (Z N 2.3, p b 0.05, corrected).

ROI-based analysis

In addition to the whole-brain voxel wise analysis, we performed
ROI-based analysis in which we calculated RSFC between all possible
pairings of the 14 reading areas (including six in the Supplementary
materials), yielding a total of 91 pairwise correlations representing
RSFC strengths for each subject. Then, we correlated the RSFC strengths
with L1 and L2 reading abilities as well as RAPM scores across subjects
(with gender as a covariate). Finally, to identify ROI pairings that
differed in RSFC–reading ability relationship between L1 and L2, we
converted the significant RSFC–behavior correlations using Fisher's
r-to-z transformation and compared the z-transformed correlations
between the two languages.

Results

RSFC maps related to L1 and L2 reading abilities

The whole-brain analysis revealed that RSFC between several seeds
and other reading areas was positively correlated to reading abilities
in both languages. The brain maps of these relationships are shown in
Fig. 2. Positive correlates of L1 reading ability included RSFC between
the FFG_both seed and areas around the bilateral sylvian fissure includ-
ing the bilateral PCG, postcentral gyrus (PstCG), supramarginal gyrus
(SMG) extending to the posterior insula, Heschl's gyrus (HG), planum
temporale (PT), and posterior STG in the left hemisphere; that between
the STG_C seed and the bilateral FFG, occipital pole (OP), lateral occipital
cortex (LOC), and lingual gyrus (LG); that between the STG_E seed and
the bilateral OP, and LOC extending ventrally to the FFG and dorsally to
the superior parietal lobule (SPL) in the right hemisphere; and that
between the PCG_E seed and the left subcallosal cortex (SCC), right
LOC, and right OP. The pattern of results for L2 reading ability was
very similar. Peak coordinates and detailed information of these rela-
tionships are reported in Table 3. Althoughmost studies focused on pos-
itive relationships between RSFC and cognitive performance, our
whole-brain analysis also revealed several significant negative RSFC
correlates of reading abilities. For readers who may be interested in
negative relationships, results are presented in Supplementary Table 1
and Supplementary Fig. 2.

The conjunction analysis identified shared positive RSFC–reading
ability relationships for both languages. They included functional con-
nection between the FFG_both seed and bilateral PstCG, the left PT,
SMG; between the STG_C seed and the bilateral LOC, the left OP; be-
tween the STG_E seed and the bilateral LOC (see Fig. 2). In addition,
Fig. 3 shows the scatter plots of the RSFC–behavior relationship of
these clusters in both languages. Because the mean reading scores of
the two languages were different, we used the demeaned scores for
each language in order to show the results of both languages in the
same plots. The contrast analyses (L1 minus L2 and L2 minus L1) re-
vealed no RSFC–reading ability relationship that was specific for either
L1 or L2.

ROI results

ROI analysis showed positive RSFC–behavior relationships for RSFC
between the FFG_both seed and the PCG_E seed in both L1 (p b 0.05)
and L2 (p b 0.05), between the FFG_both seed and the STG_E seed in
both L1 (p b 0.005) and L2 (p b 0.05), and between the rFFG_C seed
and the STG_C seed in L1 (p b 0.005). It revealed negative RSFC–behavior
relationships for RSFC between the IFGtr_C seed and the STG_C seed in
both L1 (p b .05) and L2 (p b 0.01). Although the correlation coefficients
of RSFC strengths and reading abilities were between “medium” and
“large” according to Cohen (1988), they did not survivemultiple compar-
isons because of the relatively modest sample size (N = 42) and the
large number of multiple comparisons (14 seeds, 91 ROI pairings, correc-
tion based on the number of tested ROI pairings: equivalent to
p b 0.00055 for 91 tested pairings). The uncorrected results are displayed
in Table 4. Consistent with results from the whole-brain analysis, the ROI



Fig. 2. Positive RSFC–reading ability relationships for Chinese (L1, orange), English (L2, yellow), and both of them (red) (Z N 2.3, p b 0.05, cluster-wise corrected). L: left hemisphere;
R: right hemisphere.
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analysis revealed no significant relationships between RSFC and RAPM
scores and no significant differences between L1 and L2 in terms of the
correlations between any ROI pairings and reading ability.

Discussion

The purpose of the current study was to examine the relationship
between RSFC and reading abilities in L1 and L2. Both whole-brain
and ROI analyses revealed significant contributions of functional
connectivity to L1 and L2 reading abilities and these effects appeared
to be specific to reading because they did not exist for general cognitive
ability as assessed with a non-verbal reasoning task. Conjunction
analysis identified common RSFC maps for both L1 and L2 and contrast
analysis revealed no specific RSFC–reading ability relationship for either
L1 or L2. In the following sections, we discuss these findings in terms of
Table 3
Positive RSFC–reading ability relationship based on the whole brain analysis.

ROI
seeds

Cluster
size

Peak (MNI) Cluster location
(N30 voxels)

Peak Z

x y z

L1 FFG_both 2060 −66 −30 46 L PstCG/SMG/HG/PT/PCG/
insula/STG

4.42

1482 56 −4 38 R PCG/PstCG/SMG/ 4.21
STG_C 3777 20 −104 6 R OP/LOC/FFG/LG 4.85

790 −50 −78 −16 L OP/LOC/FFG/LG 4.29
STG_E 3917 42 −72 −8 R OP/LOC/FFG/LG/SPL

L OP/LOC
4.35

PCG_E 2277 −4 16 −2 L SCC 4.19
940 34 −90 16 R LOC/OP 3.9

L2 FFG_both 1185 −36 −30 14 L PT/PstCG/SMG/HG/STG 4.1
1179 46 −18 48 R PstCG/PCG/SMG/ 3.83
1014 4 −22 44 R PCG/SMC/PstCG 3.76

STG_C 2785 30 −88 32 R LOC/OP/FFG/ 4.26
1347 −40 −86 0 L LOC/OP 4.01

STG_E 7816 12 −86 −10 R LOC/OP/FFG/LG/SPL
L LOC/OP/FFG

4.61

692 56 −16 46 R PstCG/PCG/TP 3.79

L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere; PstCG: postcentral gyrus; SMG: supramarginal
gyrus; HG: Heschl's gyrus; PT: planum temporale; PCG: precentral gyrus; STG: superior
temporal gyrus; OP: occipital pole; LOC: lateral occipital cortex; FFG: fusiform gyrus; LG:
lingual gyrus; SPL: superior parietal lobule; SCC: subcallosal cortex; SMC: supplementary
motor cortex; TP: temporal pole.
connectivity–reading ability relationship and theoretical models of L1
and L2 reading.
The contribution of RSFC strength to reading abilities

Brain-behavior analysis is one of the most important approaches to
understanding neural basis of reading and investigating neural markers
of reading ability. Using this approach, previous functional and structural
MRI studies have revealed associations of brain activity and anatomy
with reading ability (Brem et al., 2006; Mei et al., 2010; Turkeltaub
et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013). In the current study,
we used this approach to investigate the relationship between RSFC
and reading ability and observed that the RSFC strengthwithin the read-
ing network was correlated to reading abilities in both L1 and L2. In fact,
the RSFC–reading ability relationship patterns did not differ significantly
between L1 and L2. We discuss each specific RSFC correlate of reading
abilities in turn.

First, a positive RSFC–reading ability relationship was observed in
functional connection linking the FFG_both seed to areas around the
sylvian fissure including motor areas (bilateral PCG and PstCG) and
parts of Wernicke's area (e.g., PT). These areas have been implicated in
reading in previous meta-analytical studies (Bolger et al., 2005; Tan
et al., 2005; Turkeltaub et al., 2002; Vigneau et al., 2006). The motor
areas, together with PT, have been identified as the auditory–motor
speech coordination network (Vigneau et al., 2006). This network is
involved not only in speech production (Bookheimer et al., 2000;
Cohen et al., 1997; Heim et al., 2002), but also in perception (Fadiga
et al., 2002; Hickok and Poeppel, 2004), and is hence deemed as the
perception–action cycle for reading (Vigneau et al., 2006). The FFG
seed region, also known as the VWFA, was suggested for orthographic
analysis, an early step in the reading process. Our previous studies re-
vealed that both functional activity (indexed by activity) (Chen et al.,
2007; Dong et al., 2008; Mei et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2006a, 2010) and
structure (indexed by cortical thickness) (Zhang et al., 2013) of the
FFG can predict reading ability and language learning in Chinese adults.
The result from the current study suggests that reading ability is not
only separately related to visual analysis and phonological processing,
but also to the functional cooperation and connection between these
two processes.

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Scatter plots of the common positive RSFC–reading ability relationships for Chinese (L1, blue triangles) and English (L2, red circles). Reading abilities are indexed by demeaned
reading scores of L1 and L2. L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere.
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Second, reading ability was also related to the functional connection
linking phonological areas (the PCG and STG seeds) to visual analysis
areas other than the FFG, including the clusters extending from the
bilateral LOC up to the SPL (the STG_E seed). Although the LOC has
been studied extensively in object recognition (Beauchamp, 2005; Grill-
Spector et al., 1999, 2001; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Lerner et al.,
2002), previous meta-analyses have also consistently reported activity
in this area in reading tasks (Tan et al., 2005; Vigneau et al., 2006). Studies
have also shown that damage to this area can result in pure alexia charac-
terized by letter-by-letter reading (Behrmann et al., 1998; Sakurai et al.,
2001). This important role of the LOC would explain our finding that
reading ability was related to RSFC between this area and the reading
areas. It should benoted, however, that Koyama et al. (2011) also selected
one ROI in this region (the inferior part) but did not find any significant
RSFC correlates of reading ability with this seed region. It is not clear
what contributed to this discrepancy in our results. One possibility is
that Chinese subjects may rely more on bilateral visual areas than
English-speaking subjects (Bolger et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2005) because
the former's native language (Chinese) is a logographic language with
complex strokes that requires greater visual analysis of spatial
information.

Although previous studies of reading have not focused on the SPL,
significant results about this area have been reported in several studies
of logographic language (Chinese) reading (Fu et al., 2002; Tan et al.,
2001) and alphabetic language reading (Mechelli et al., 2000; Sakurai
et al., 1993; Vigneau et al., 2005). Furthermore, this area has shown de-
creased activity in children with dyslexia (Corina et al., 2001; Peyrin
et al., 2011), perhaps because dyslexia can be caused bydisordered visu-
al attention (Peyrin et al., 2011). Previous research has revealed that the
functional connectivity (both at rest and during reading) between the
FFG and the attention network (e.g., inferior parietal sulcus, the sulcus
next to SPL) was correlated with reading level (van der Mark et al.,
Table 4
ROI-based correlations between RSFC and reading abilities in L1 and L2.

ROI pairings RSFC–reading ability in L1 RSFC–reading ability in L2

FFG_both/PCG_E .30⁎ .33⁎

FFG_both/STG_E .45⁎⁎⁎ .33⁎

IFGtr_C/STG_C − .36⁎ − .42⁎⁎

rFFG_C/STG_C .44⁎⁎⁎ .25

⁎ p b .05.
⁎⁎ p b .01.
⁎⁎⁎ p b .005.
2011; Vogel et al., 2012). Our finding of the relationship between RSFC
of STG_E and SPL and reading ability further confirmed their conclusion.

Third, RSFC between the bilateral temporoparietal junction area
(SMG, posterior STG) and FFG_both seed was related to reading ability.
The temporoparietal junction area has been linked to the orthography-
to-phonology conversion in reading in previous studies (Booth et al.,
2002a,b). RSFC between this area and the left FFG was also found to
be correlated with adults' reading ability in Koyama et al. (2011). Final-
ly, our ROI-based analysis showed that RSFC between the rFFG_C seed
and STG_C seed was correlated with reading abilities in L1 and L2
(p b .005), which confirmed the bilateral pattern based on the whole
brain analysis (Fig. 2). Moreover, the similarity between L1 and L2 re-
sults seemed to suggest that this particular connectivity may reflect an
assimilation effect because the rFFG is believed to a region specific for
Chinese processing (Bolger et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2009).

Our findings of these RSFC–reading ability relationships suggested
that the coordination of spontaneous activity within the reading net-
work (e.g., the regions for visual analysis, orthography-to-phonology
conversion, and phonological processing) is important for reading skills.
We should hasten to add that the precise neural functions as reflected in
RSFC are still not well understood. Some researchers suggested that the
spontaneous activity serves to maintain the functional integrity of the
network by reinforcing the synaptic connections among its neurons
(Kelly et al., 2008; Pinsk and Kastner, 2007). Weaker or negative RSFC
(as found for poor readers in our study) may indicate less integration
or even disintegration among neurons in the network.

Implications for L1 and L2 reading

The conjunction analysis revealed shared RSFC correlates of reading
abilities in L1 and L2, especially functional connection between the visual
analysis areas (e.g., the bilateral FFG, LOC, and right SPL) and phonolog-
ical processing areas (e.g., the bilateral PCG, PstCG, left PT and HG).
These findings are consistent with previous functional and structural
MRI studies that found a shared neural basis of L1, L2, and even a new
artificial language (Mei et al., 2008, 2010; Xue et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,
2013). As others have argued, there might be “a fixed brain pattern”
(or a universal neural basis) for L1 and L2 learning (Hernandez et al.,
2005; Perani and Abutalebi, 2005). Alternatively, it may be due to the
“assimilation” process, as mentioned earlier, that led the brain to use
L1's neural mechanism to process L2 (Liu et al., 2007a).

In addition to shared neural substrates, studies have found divergent
regions for the representation of L1 and L2 in the brain. Indeed, al-
though an “accommodation” process (i.e., relying on dissociated neural
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mechanisms for L2 processing) also exists, Nelson et al. (2009) found
that Chinese subjects were more likely to assimilate than to accommo-
date. Of course, other factors such as L2 proficiency, ROI selection, and
sensitivity of the RSFC in detecting the differences between L1 and L2
should also be considered. In terms of L2 proficiency, for example, our
subjects appeared to have a moderate level,1 which might have tipped
the balance towards assimilation. Future research should include sub-
jects of other languages and of various levels of proficiency as well as
other ROI seeds (e.g., somenon-reading related regionswhichmay con-
tribute to second language reading [Wang et al., 2007, 2009]).

Conclusions

In this study, we identified RSFC correlates of reading abilities in L1
and L2 and conducted conjunction and contrast analysis to examine
shared and divergent correlates for L1 and L2. Results showed that
RSFC between the visual analysis areas (e.g., the bilateral FFG, LOC and
right SPL) and phonological processing areas (e.g., the bilateral PCG,
PstCG, left PT and HG) contributed to reading abilities in both L1 and L2.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2013.09.006.
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